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(57) ABSTRACT 

Provided is a Zoom lens including, in order from an object 
side to an image side: a first lens unit having a positive 
refractive power which does not move for Zooming; a second 
lens unit having a negative refractive power which moves 
during Zooming; and an N-th lens unit having a positive 
refractive power which does not move for Zooming and is 
arranged closest to the image side. In the Zoom lens, the N-th 
lens unit includes in order from an object side: a first sub-lens 
unit; and a second Sub-lens unit which is movable, and a 
lateral magnification at a wide angle end of the N-th lens unit 
and a lateral magnification at a wide angle end of the second 
sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit when an axial ray enters 
from infinity in a state in which focus is at the infinity are 
appropriately set. 

(2013.01) 10 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

ZOOM LENS AND IMAGE PICKUP 
APPARATUS INCLUDING THE SAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a Zoom lens and an image 

pickup apparatus including the same, and more particularly, 
to a Zoom lens Suited for use in a broadcasting television 
camera, a cinema camera, a video camera, a digital still cam 
era, and a silver-halide film camera. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
In recent years, a Zoom lens having a wide angle of field, a 

high Zoom ratio, and high optical performance is desired for 
use in animage pickup apparatus, such as a television camera, 
a cinema camera, a film camera, or a video camera. In par 
ticular, an image pickup device Such as a charge coupled 
device (CCD) or a complementary metal oxide semiconduc 
tor (CMOS) used in a television or cinema camera as a pro 
fessional moving image pickup system has a Substantially 
uniform resolution over the entire image pickup range. There 
fore, a Zoom lens using the image pickup device is required to 
have a substantially uniform resolution from the center to the 
periphery of the screen. There are also needs for reductions in 
size and weight for an image pickup mode that places empha 
sis on mobility and operability. 

In addition, a macro-photographing mechanism for 
enabling proximity photographing by moving a lens unit 
different from a focusing lens unit in an optical axis direction, 
and a flange back adjusting mechanism for adjusting a dis 
tance from a reference surface to which a lens mount is 
mounted to an image plane are highly requested for an inter 
changeable lens for a television camera or a movie camera. 
As a Zoom lens having a wide angle of field and a high 

Zoom ratio, there is known a positive-lead type Zoom lens in 
which a first lens unit having a positive refractive power and 
a second lens unit having a negative refractive power for 
variable power are arranged in order from an object side. 

For example, in each of Japanese Patent Application Laid 
Open Nos. 2002-169091 and 2007-78833, there is disclosed 
a Zoom lens including, in order from an object side, a first lens 
unit having a positive refractive power, a second lens unit 
having a negative refractive power, a third lens unit having a 
positive or negative refractive power, and a fourth lens unit 
having a positive refractive power. In Numerical Embodi 
ments of each of Japanese Patent Application Laid-OpenNos. 
2002-169091 and 2007-78833, a lens unit movable for macro 
photography or flange back adjustment is provided within the 
fourth lens unit, which is arranged closer to an image side than 
a Stop. 

In order to achieve all, of a wide angle offield, a high Zoom 
ratio, and high optical performance in the positive-lead type 
Zoom lens, it is important to appropriately set an arrangement 
of the refractive powers of the lenses. In particular, because 
the lens unit closest to the image side plays a role of deter 
mining a size of all the lenses closer to the object side than the 
lens unit closest to the image side, in order: to achieve both of 
the optical performance and the reduction in size, it is impor 
tant to appropriately set the lateral magnification of the lens 
unit closest to the image side. In addition, in order to mount 
the macro-photographing mechanism or the flange back 
adjusting mechanism to the positive-lead type Zoom lens, the 
lens units, which are to be moved in an optical axis direction 
when the macro photography or the flange back adjustment is 
carried out, needs to have a moderate position sensitivity to 
back focus. 
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2 
However, in the Zoom lens disclosed in each of Japanese 

Patent Application Laid-Open Nos. 2002-169091 and 2007 
78833, a relatively small-sized image pickup element (having 
a diagonal of 11 mm) for the television camera is Supposed, 
and hence the lateral magnification of the lens unit closest to 
the image side is Small. For this reason, if this Zoom lens is 
applied to an image pickup element (having a diagonal of 25 
mm or more) which has been increased in size in recent years, 
a lens diameter is increased in proportion to the increase in 
size of the image pickup element. In particular, in Sucha Zoom 
lens that an angle of field at a wide angle end exceeds 70°, the 
increase in size of the lens unit closest to the object side 
becomes remarkable. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view of the foregoing, the present invention provides a 
Small and lightweight Zoom lens that has a wide angle offield, 
a high Zoom ratio, and high optical performance over an entire 
Zoom range by approximately setting a refractive power of 
each lens unit, and a refractive power of each Sub-lens unit 
within a lens unit closest to an image side, and includes a 
macro-photographing mechanism or a flange back adjusting 
mechanism. Specifically, the present invention provides a 
Small, lightweight, and high-performance Zoom lens in which 
an angle of field at a wide angle end is in the range of from 
approximately 70° to 95°, an angle of field at a telephoto end 
is in the range of from approximately 10° to 25°, and a Zoom 
ratio in the range of from approximately 5 to 10. 

In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, according 
to one embodiment of the present invention, there is provided 
a Zoom lens, including, in order from an object side to an 
image side a first lens unit having a positive refractive power 
which does not more for Zooming; a second lens unit having 
a negative refractive power which moves during Zooming; 
and an N-th lens unit having a positive refractive power which 
does not move for Zooming and is arranged closest, to the 
image side, in which the N-th lens unit includes in order from 
an object side to an image side: a first Sub-lens unit; and a 
second Sub-lens unit configured to be able to move in an 
optical axis direction, and the following conditional expres 
sions are satisfied: 

where Bnw represents a lateral magnification at a wide angle 
end of the N-th lens unit and Bn2 represents lateral magnifi 
cationata wide angle end of the second sub-lens unit when an 
axial ray enters from infinity in a state in which focus is at the 
infinity. 

According to one embodiment of the present invention, by 
appropriately setting the refractive power of each lens unit 
and the refractive power of each sub-lens unit within the lens 
unit closest to the image side, it is possible to obtain the Small 
and lightweight Zoom lens which has the wide angle of field, 
the high Zoom ratio, and the high optical performance over the 
entire Zooming range, and includes the macro-photographing 
mechanism or the flange back adjusting mechanism. 

Further features of the present invention will become 
apparent from the following description of exemplary 
embodiments with reference to the attached drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a lens cross-sectional view in a state in which 
focus is at infinity at a wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 1. 
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FIG. 2A is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at the wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 1. 
FIG.2B is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 

is at infinity at an intermediate Zoom position according to 
Numerical Embodiment 1. 

FIG.2C is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at a telephoto end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 1. 

FIG. 3 is a lens cross-sectional view in the state in which 
focus is at infinity at a wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 2. 

FIG. 4A is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at the wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 2. 

FIG. 4B is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at an intermediate Zoom position according to 
Numerical Embodiment 2. 

FIG.4C is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at a telephoto end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 2. 

FIG. 5 is a lens cross-sectional view in the state in which 
focus is at infinity at a wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 3. 

FIG. 6A is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at the wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 3. 

FIG. 6B is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at an intermediate Zoom position according to 
Numerical Embodiment 3. 

FIG. 6C is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at a telephoto end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 3. 

FIG. 7 is a lens cross-sectional view in the state in which 
focus is at infinity at a wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 4. 

FIG. 8A is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at the wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 4. 
FIG.8B is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 

is at infinity at an intermediate Zoom position according to 
Numerical Embodiment 4. 

FIG. 8C is an aberration diagram in the state in which focus 
is at infinity at a telephoto end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 4. 

FIG. 9 is a lens cross-sectional view in the state in which 
focus is at infinity at a wide angle end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 5. 

FIG. 10A is an aberration diagram in the state in which 
focus is at infinity at the wide angle end according to Numeri 
cal Embodiment 5. 

FIG. 10B is an aberration diagram in the state in which 
focus is at infinity at an intermediate Zoom position according 
to Numerical Embodiment 5. 

FIG. 10C is an aberration diagram in the state in which 
focus is at infinity at a telephoto end according to Numerical 
Embodiment 5. 

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of primary chromatic aber 
ration correction and a residual secondary spectrum of a 
lateral chromatic aberration of a positive lens unit. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram illustrating a main part of an 
image pickup apparatus according to the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS 

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention are 
described in detail below with reference to the accompanying 
drawings. 
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4 
First, features of a Zoom lens according to the present 

invention are described along with conditional expressions. 
In order to attain a small and lightweight Zoom lens which has 
a wide angle of field, a high Zoom ratio, and high optical 
performance over the entire Zooming range, and which 
includes a macro-photographing mechanism or a flange back 
adjusting mechanism, the Zoom lens of the present invention 
has a feature in that a lateral magnification of an N-th lens unit 
closest to an image side is defined. 
The Zoom lens of the present invention includes, in order 

from an object side to an image side, a first lens unit having a 
positive refractive power which does not move for Zooming 
(variable power), a second lens unit, having a negative power 
which moves during Zooming, and an N-th lens unit having a 
positive refractive power which does not move for Zooming 
and is arranged closest to the image side. In addition, the N-th 
lens unit includes a first Sub-lens unit, and a second Sub-lens 
unit which is movable for macro photography or flange back 
adjustment. In this case, the following conditional expres 
sions are satisfied: 

-2.70<Bnw<-1.45; and (1) 

where Bnw and Bn2 respectively represent lateral magnifica 
tions at wide angle ends of the N-th lens unit and the second 
sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit when an axial ray enters 
from infinity in a state in which focus is at the infinity. 
The conditional expression (1) defines the lateral magnifi 

cation at the wide angle end of the N-th lens unit. By satisfy 
ing the conditional expression (1), the Zoom lens having the 
reduced size and weight, and the high optical performance is 
attained. If the condition of an upper limit of the conditional 
expression (1) is not satisfied, the lens diameter of each lens 
unit closer to the object side than the N-th lens unit, in par 
ticular, the first lens unit is increased, and hence it becomes 
difficult to reduce the size and weight of the Zoom lens. On the 
other hand, if the condition of a lower limit of the conditional 
expression (1) is not satisfied, a ratio at which an image 
formed by the lens units closer to the object side than the N-th 
lens unit is enlarged by the N-th lens unit is increased. For this 
reason, in particular, the various aberrations generated in the 
first lens unit are increased, and hence it becomes difficult to 
correct the chromatic aberration at the telephoto end. It is 
more preferred to set the conditional expression (1) as fol 
lows. 

In addition, the conditional expression (2) defines the lat 
eral magnification of the second sub-lens unit of the N-th lens 
unit. By Satisfying the conditional expression (2), the second 
sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit has the moderate position 
sensitivity to the back focus for the macro photography or the 
flange back adjustment, and the high optical performance. 
Here, the following expression approximately holds: 

where skin2 represents a change amount of back focus per unit 
movement amount of the second sub-lens unit of the N-th lens 
unit in the optical axis direction. 

If the condition of an upper limit of the conditional expres 
sion (2) is not satisfied, a value of skn2 in the expression (11) 
is small, and hence it is difficult for the second sub-lens unit 
of the N-th lens unit to have the moderate position sensitivity 
to the back focus. As a result, the movement amount of the 
second sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit in the optical axis 
direction when the macro photography or the flange back 
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adjustment is carried out is increased, which leads to the 
increase in size of the N-th lens unit. If the condition of a 
lower limit of the conditional expression (2) is not satisfied, 
the light entering the second sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit 
diverges, which increases the lens diameter of the second 
sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit. For this reason, the refrac 
tive power of the lens constructing the second sub-lens unit of 
the N-th lens unit becomes strong, which makes it difficult to 
correct the high-order aberration. It is further preferred to set 
the conditional expression (2) as follows. 

In a Zoom lens of another embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a ratio of a focal length of the first sub-lens unit of the 
N-th lens unit to a focal length of the second sub-lens unit of 
the N-th lens unit is defined. In this case, the following con 
ditional expression is satisfied: 

wherefn1 represents the focal length of the first sub-lens unit 
of the N-th lens unit, and fn2 represents the focal length of the 
second sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit. By satisfying the 
conditional expression (3), the high optical performance at 
the wide angle end is attained. If the condition of an upper 
limit of the conditional expression (3) is not satisfied, the 
refractive power of the second sub-lens unit of the N-th lens 
unit is increased, and hence it becomes difficult to correct 
off-axial aberration such as coma and field curvature at the 
wide angle end. On the other hand, if the condition of a lower 
limit of the conditional expression (3) is not satisfied, the 
refractive power of the first sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit 
is increased. For this reason, the curvatures of the lenses 
constructing the first sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit 
become strong. In particular, the high-order aberration of the 
spherical aberration at the wide angle end becomes difficult to 
correct. It is further preferred to set the conditional expression 
(3) as follows. 

0.15<fin1 fin2<0.40 (3a) 

In a Zoom lens of another embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a ratio of a focal length of the lens closest to the image 
side of the first sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit to a focal 
length of the first sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit is defined. 
The lens closest to the image side of the first sub-lens unit of 
the N-th lens unit is a convex lens or a cemented lens, and 
satisfies the following conditional expression: 

fin1 fin11|<0.3, (4) 

wherefn11 represents a focal length of the lens closest to the 
image side of the first sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit. By 
satisfying the conditional expression, the high optical perfor 
mance at the wide angle end is attained. On the other hand, if 
the conditional expression (4) is not satisfied, the refractive 
power of the lens closest to the image side of the first sub-lens 
unit of the N-th lens unit becomes strong, and hence the 
curvature of the lens becomes strong. For this reason, the 
high-order aberration of the spherical aberration at the wide 
angle end becomes difficult to correct. In addition, because 
the influence of the manufacturing error on the optical per 
formance becomes large, the characteristic deterioration due 
to the manufacturing variations is increased. It is further 
preferred to set the conditional expression (4) as follows. 

In a Zoom lens of another embodiment of the present inven 
tion, an Abbe number (Abbe constant) and apartial dispersion 
ratio with respect to d-line of an optical material to be used for 
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6 
the second sub-lens unit of the N-th unit are defined, in this 
case, the following conditional expressions are satisfied: 

0.58<02<0.70; (5) 

15<vd2<30; and (6) 

where vd2 and 02 respectively represent an Abbe number and 
a partial dispersion ratio of a first convex lens having the 
Smallest Abbe number among the convex lenses included in 
the second sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit, and vid2a 
represents an average Abbe number of the convex lenses other 
than the first convex lens, 

Here, the Abbe number with respect to the d-line and the 
partial dispersion ratio of a material of an optical device (lens) 
used in the present invention are defined as follows. Refrac 
tive indices with respect to g-line (435.8 nm), F-line (486.1 
nm), d-line (587.6 nm), and C-line (656.3 nm) of Fraunhofer 
line are denoted by Ng, NF, Nd, and NC, respectively. The 
Abbe number vd with respect to the d-line and a partial 
dispersion ratio 0gF with respect to the g-line and the F-line 
are defined by the following expressions, 

The partial dispersion ratio OgF of an existing optical mate 
rial is present in a narrow range with respect to the Abbe 
number vd with respect to the d-line. Further, the existing 
optical material has a tendency that, as the Abbe number vd 
becomes larger, the refractive index becomes lower, that is, as 
the Abbe number vd becomes smaller, the partial dispersion 
ratio 0gF becomes greater. Here, a condition for correcting a 
chromatic aberration in a thin contact lens system including 
two lenses 1 and 2 having refractive powers (p1 and p2 and 
Abbe numbers v1 and v2, respectively, is expressed by the 
following expression. 

p1.?v1+(p2/v2=E (iii) 

In this case, a combined refractive power (p of the lenses 1 
and 2 is expressed by the following expression. 

When E=0 is satisfied in expression (iii), in correcting the 
chromatic aberration, imaging positions of the C-line and the 
F-line match each other. At this time, p1 and p2 are expressed, 
by the following expressions. 

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of primary chromatic aber 
ration correction and a residual secondary spectrum of a 
lateral chromatic aberration of a lens unit LP having a positive 
refractive power arranged between an image plane and an 
aperture stop. When the chromatic aberration of the positive 
lens unit LP illustrated in FIG. 11 is corrected, a material 
having a large Abbe number v1 is used for a positive lens 1, 
and a material, having a small Abbe number v2 is used for a 
negative lens 2. Therefore, the positive lens 1 has a small 
partial dispersion ratio 01 and the negative lens 2 has a large 
partial, dispersion ratio 02 When the primary chromatic aber 
ration is corrected for the C-line and the F-line, an imaging 
point, of the g-line deviates a direction separated away from 
the optical axis. If a deviation amount of the lateral chromatic 
aberration of the g-line with respect to the C-line and the 
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L-line is defined as a secondary spectrum amount AY, the 
secondary spectrum amount. AY is expressed by the follow 
ing expression. 

AY=(1/(p)x(01-02)/(v1-v2) (vii) 

In order to satisfactorily correct the secondary spectrum of 
the lateral chromatic aberration at the wide angle end, neces 
sary to adjust an amount of the secondary spectrum of the 
lateral chromatic aberration generated in the second Sub-lens 
unit of the N-th lens unit in which the secondary spectrum is 
remarkably generated. The second sub-lens unit of the N-th 
lens unit has the positive refractive power. Hence, in to satis 
factorily correct the secondary spectrum of the lateral chro 
matic aberration at the wide angle end, it is necessary to select 
Such a glass material as to reduce the secondary spectrum 
amount AY generated in the second sub-lens unit of the N-th 
lens unit. 
The condition of the conditional expression (5) is defined 

in order to satisfactorily correct the lateral chromatic aberra 
tion over the entire Zoom range. If the condition of an upper 
limit of the conditional expression (5) is not satisfied, the 
secondary spectrum of the lateral chromatic aberration at the 
wide angle end is overcorrected, and hence it becomes diffi 
cult to satisfactorily correct the chromatic aberration over the 
entire Zoom range. On the other hand, if the condition of a 
lower limit of the conditional expression (5) is not satisfied, 
an absolute value of the numerator of the expression (vii) 
becomes large. As a result, the secondary spectrum of the 
lateral chromatic aberration at the wide angle end is 
increased, and hence it becomes difficult to satisfactorily 
correct the chromatic aberration at the wide angle end. It is 
further preferred to set the conditional expression (5) as fol 
lows. 

The conditions of the conditional expressions (6) and (7) 
are defined in order to attain the primary chromatic aberration 
correction of the lateral chromatic aberration at the wide 
angle end, and the high optical performance. If the condition 
of an upper limit of the conditional expression (6) is not 
satisfied, the Abbe number of the first convex lens is 
increased, and hence the anomalous dispersion property of 
the first convex lens is reduced. As a result, the absolute value 
of the numerator of the expression (vii) becomes large, and 
hence the secondary spectrum of the lateral chromatic aber 
ration at the wide angle end is increased. Hence, it becomes 
difficult to satisfactorily correct the chromatic aberration at 
the wide angle end. In addition, if the condition of an upper 
limit of the conditional expression (7) is not satisfied, the 
Abbe numbers of the convex lenses other than the first convex 
lens are increased, which leads to the selection of the glass 
material having the low refractive index. As a result, the 
curvatures of the convex lenses of the second sub-lens unit of 
the N-th lens unit become strong, and hence the high-order 
aberration becomes difficult to correct. If the conditions of 
lower limits of the conditional expressions (6) and (7) are not 
satisfied, denominators of the expressions (V) and (vi) 
become small, and the refractive powers of the convex lenses 
constructing the second Sub-lens unit of the N-th lens unit, 
become strong. As a result, it becomes difficult to attain the 
high optical performance. It is further preferred to set the 
conditional expressions (6) and (7) as follows. 
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8 
In a Zoom lens of another embodiment of the present inven 

tion, the structure of the first lens unit and the refractive power 
of each sub-lens unit within the first lens unit are defined. The 
first lens unit includes a first Sub-lens unit having a negative 
refractive power which does not move for focusing, a second 
Sub-lens unit having a positive power which moves to the 
image side when focusing from an infinity side to a proximity 
side, and a third Sub-lens unit having a positive refractive 
power. In case, at least one of the following conditional 
expressions are satisfied: 

and 

where fl represents the focal length of the first lens unit, fiv 
represents the focal length at the wide angle end, fll repre 
sents a focal length of the first sub-lens unit, and f13 repre 
sents a focal length of the third sub-lens unit, 
The conditional expression (8) defines a ratio of the focal 

length of the first lens unit to the focal length at the wide angle 
end. By satisfying the conditional expression (8), both of the 
high optical performance and the reduction of the size and the 
weight are achieved. By satisfying the conditional expression 
(8), a height of the off-axial ray which passes through the first 
lens unit at the wide angle end can be defined, and the various 
aberrations can be satisfactorily corrected while the increase 
in size of the lens is suppressed. 

If the condition of an upper limit of the conditional expres 
sion (8) is not satisfied, the refractive power of the first lens 
unit is decreased, and the height of the off-axial ray which 
passes through the first lens unit is increased, to thereby 
increase the size of the lens. On the other hand, if the condi 
tion of a lower limit of the conditional expression (8) is not 
satisfied, the refractive power of the first lens unit is increased, 
and in particular, the correction of the chromatic aberration at 
the telephoto end side, and the correction of the various aber 
rations become difficult to carry out. 
The conditional expression (9) defines a ratio of the focal 

length of the first sub-lens unit to the focal length of the first 
lens unit. If the condition of an upper limit of the conditional 
expression (9) is not satisfied, the focal length of the first 
Sub-lens unit becomes relatively short. As a result, the Sup 
pression of the variation of the various off-axial aberrations 
following the Zoom on the wide angle side, in particular, the 
suppression of the distortion and the field curvature become 
difficult to carry out. On the other hand, if the condition of a 
lower limit of the conditional, expression (9) is not satisfied, 
the focal length of the first sub-lens unit becomes relatively 
long. As a result, the lens diameter of the first lens unit is 
increased, and hence the increased wide angle becomes dif 
ficult to attain. 
The conditional expression (10) defines a ratio of the focal 

length of the third sub-lens unit to the focal length of the first 
Sub-lens unit. 

If the condition of an upper limit of the conditional expres 
sion (10) is not satisfied, the focal length of the first sub-lens 
unit becomes relatively long, and hence it becomes difficult to 
bring the principal point of the first lens unit closer to the 
image side a result, the lens diameter of the first unit is 
increased, and hence the size and weight of the Zoom lens 
become difficult to reduce. On the other hand, if the condition 
of a lower limit of the conditional expression (10) is not 
satisfied, the focal length of the first sub-lens unit becomes 
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relatively short. As a result, in particular, it becomes difficult 
to correct the distortion at the wide angle and the field curva 
ture. It is further preferred to set the conditional expressions 
(8), (9), and (10) as follows. 

-1.30<fl1/fl-1.10 (9a) 

-1.35<fl3(fl. 1.<-1.10 (10a) 

Further, an image pickup apparatus of the present invention 
has a feature in including the Zoom lens of each of the 
embodiments and a solid-state image pick-up element having 
a predetermined effective image pick-up range for receiving 
an image formed by the Zoom lens. 
A specific configuration of the Zoom lens of the present 

invention is described below by way of features of lens con 
figurations of Numerical Embodiments to 5 corresponding to 
Embodiments 1 to 5, respectively. 

Embodiment 1 

FIG. 1 is a lens cross-sectional view when the focus is at the 
infinity at the wide angle end in the Zoom lens according to 
Embodiment 1 (Numerical Embodiment 1) of the present 
invention, FIG. 2A is a longitudinal aberration diagram at the 
wide angle end of Numerical Embodiment 1. FIG. 2B is a 
longitudinal aberration diagram at a focal length of 65 mm of 
Numerical Embodiment 1. FIG. 2C is a longitudinal aberra 
tion diagram at the telephoto end of Numerical Embodiment 
1. Each of the aberration diagrams is the longitudinal aberra 
tion diagram when the focus is at the infinity. In addition, the 
value of the focal length is a value when corresponding value 
in Numerical Embodiment 1 which is described later is rep 
resented in units of mm. This also applies to Numerical 
Embodiments which are described below. 

In FIG. 1, the Zoom lens includes, in order from the object 
side, a first lens unit U1 having a positive refractive power for 
focusing. The Zoom lens further includes a second lens unit 
U2 having a negative refractive power for Zooming which 
moves to the image side during Zooming from the wide angle 
end to the telephoto end. The Zoom lens further includes a 
third lens unit U3 having a negative refractive power which 
moves on the optical axis nonlinearly in conjunction with the 
movement of the second lens unit U2 and corrects an image 
plane variation accompanying the Zooming. The Zoom lens 
further includes a fourth lens unit U4 having a positive refrac 
tive power and an imaging function which does not move for 
Zooming. 
The second lens unit U2 and the third lens unit U3 construct 

a magnification-varying system. An aperture stop SP is dis 
posed on the object side of the fourth lens unit U4. When used 
as an image pickup optical system for a broadcasting televi 
sion camera, a video camera, or a digital still camera, an 
image plane I corresponds to an image pickup surface of a 
Solid-state image pick-up element (photoelectric transducer) 
or the like for receiving an image formed by the Zoom lens and 
converting light to electricity. When used as an image pickup 
optical system for a film camera, the image plane I corre 
sponds to a film Surface on which the image formed by the 
Zoom lens is exposed. 

In each of the longitudinal aberration diagrams, spherical 
aberrations are illustrated with respect to e-line, g-line, 
C-line, and F-line by a solid line, a two-dot chain line, a 
one-dot chain line, and a broken line, respectively. Further, 
astigmatisms are illustrated on a meridional image plane by a 
broken line and on a Sagittal image plane by a solid line. In 
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10 
addition, lateral chromatic aberrations are illustrated with 
respect to g-line, C-line, and F-line by a two-dot chain line, a 
one-dot chain line, and a broken line, respectively. A half 
angle of field is denoted by () and an F-number is denoted by 
Fno. In each of the longitudinal aberration diagrams, a spheri 
cal aberration is illustrated in the unit of 0.4 mm, an astigma 
tism in the unit of 0.4 mm, a distortion in the unit of 10%, and 
a lateral chromatic aberration in the unit of 0.1 mm. Note that, 
in each embodiment described below, each of the wide angle 
end and the telephoto end refers to a Zooming position 
obtained when the second lens unit U2 for Zooming is posi 
tioned at each of the ends of a range in which the second lens 
unit U2 may mechanically move along the optical axis. 

Next, the first lens unit U1 of this embodiment is described. 
The first lens unit U1 corresponds to surfaces from a first 
surface to a twenty-first surface. The first lens unit U1 
includes a first sub-lens unit U11 having a negative refractive 
power which does not move for focusing, a second Sub-lens 
unit U12 having a positive refractive power which moves to 
the image side during focusing from the infinity side to the 
proximity side, and a third sub-lens unit U13 having a positive 
refractive power which does not move for focusing. The 
second lens unit U2 corresponds to Surfaces from a twenty 
second surface to a thirty-first surface, and the third lens unit 
U3 corresponds to surfaces from a thirty-second surface to 
thirty-fourth surface. The fourth lens unit U4 corresponds to 
surfaces from a thirty-sixth surface to a fifty-third surface. 
The fourth lens unit U4 includes a first sub-lens unit U41, and 
a second sub-lens unit U42 which is movable in the optical 
axis direction for the macro photography or the flange back 
adjustment. The first sub-lens unit U41 of the fourth lens unit 
includes, in order from the object side, a biconvex lens, a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a biconcave lens, and a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a biconcave lens, in 
addition, the second sub-lens unit U42 of the fourth lens unit 
includes, in order from the object side, a biconvex lens, a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a biconcave lens, a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a biconcave lens, and a 
biconvex lens. 

Numerical Embodiment 1 which corresponds to the above 
mentioned Embodiment 1 is described. Not only in Numeri 
cal Embodiment 1 but in all numerical embodiments, 'i' 
denotes an order of a surface (optical surface) from the object 
side, "ri' denotes a curvature radius of an i-th surface from the 
object side, and 'di' denotes an interval (on the optical axis) 
between the i-th surface and the (i+1)th surface from the 
object side. Further, “ndi”, “vdi', and “0gFi” respectively 
denote a refractive index, an Abbe number, and a partial 
dispersion ratio of a medium (optical member) between the 
i-th surface and the (i+1)th surface, and “BF denotes back 
focus corresponding to an air conversion length. The aspheri 
cal shape is expressed in the following expression: 

H* | R 
1 + v 1 - (1 + k)(H/R)? 

where an X axis corresponds to the optical axis, an H axis 
corresponds to an axis perpendicular to the optical axis, a 
traveling direction of light corresponds to a positive direction, 
R denotes a paraxial curvature radius, k denotes a conic 
constant, and A4, A6, A8, A10, A12, A14, and A16 each 
denote an aspherical coefficient. Further, “e-Z. denotes 
“x10-2. 
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Table 1 shows values corresponding to the conditional 
expressions of Embodiment 1, Embodiment 1 satisfies the 
conditional expressions (1) to (10), and achieves all of the 
photographing angle of field (angle of field) of 81.6 at the 
wide angle end, the Zoom ratio of 10, the increased wide 
angle, and the high magnification. Moreover, Embodiment 1 
achieves the Zoom lens having the high optical performance 
in which the various aberrations are satisfactorily corrected in 
the entire Zoom range. Further, Embodiment 1 achieves the 
Zoom lens with which the macro photography or the flange 
back adjustment can be carried out. 

However, it is essential that the Zoom lens of the present 
invention satisfy Expressions (1) and (2), but the Zoom lens 
does not always need to satisfy Expressions (3) to (10). How 
ever, when at least one of Expressions (3) to (10) is satisfied, 
even better effects may be provided. This is also true for the 
other embodiments. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram illustrating an image 
pickup apparatus (television camera system) having the Zoom 
lens according to each embodiment as an image pickup opti 
cal system. Referring to FIG. 12, an image pickup apparatus 
125 includes a Zoom lens 101, which is any one of the Zoom 
lenses according to Embodiments 1 to 5. The Zoom lens 101 
may be detachably mounted on a camera body 124, to thereby 
construct the image pickup apparatus 125. The Zoom lens 101 
includes a first lens unit F, a magnification varying unit LZ. 
and a fourth lens unit R for imaging. The first lens unit F 
includes a lens unit for focusing. The magnification varying 
unit LZ includes second lens unit which moves along the 
optical, axis for Zooming. In addition, the magnification vary 
ing unit LZ includes a third lens unit which moves along the 
optical axis to correct an image plane variation due to Zoom 
ing. Further, the Zoom lens 101 includes an aperture stop SP. 
In addition, the Zoom lens 101 includes driving mechanisms 
114 and 115, such as a helicoid or a cam, which drive the first 
lens unit F and the magnification varying unit LZ. respec 
tively, along the optical axis. The image pickup apparatus 125 
includes motors (driving units) 116 to 118, which electrically 
drive the driving mechanisms 114 and 115 and the aperture 
stop SP, respectively. Detectors 119 to 121, such as an 
encoder, a potentiometer, or a photo-sensor, are configured to 
detect the position of the first lens unit F, the position of the 
magnification varying unit LZ on the optical axis, and the 
aperture diameter of the aperture stop SP, respectively. In 
addition, the camera body 124 includes a glass block 109, 
which is equivalent to an optical filter or a color separation 
optical system provided within the camera body 124. Further, 
the camera body 124 includes a solid state image pickup 
element (photoelectrical transducer) 110. Such as a charge 
coupled device (CCD) sensor or a complementary metal 
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor. The solid-state image 
pickup element 110 is configured to receive an object image 
formed by the Zoom lens 101. Further, central processing 
units (CPUs) 111 and 122 control the driving of the camera 
body 124 and the Zoom lens 101, respectively. 
By applying the Zoom lens according to the present inven 

tion to a television camera as described above, an image 
pickup apparatus having high optical performance may be 
implemented. 

Embodiment 2 

FIG.3 is a lens cross-sectional view when the focus is at the 
infinity at the wide angle end in the Zoom lens according to 
Embodiment 2 (Numerical Embodiment 2) of the present 
invention. FIG. 4A is a longitudinal aberration diagram at the 
wide angle end of Numerical Embodiment 2, FIG. 4B is a 
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12 
longitudinal aberration diagram at a focallength of 35 mm of 
Numerical Embodiment 2. FIG. 4C is a longitudinal aberra 
tion diagram at the telephoto end of Numerical Embodiment 
2. Each of the aberration diagrams is alongitudinal aberration 
diagram when the focus is at the infinity. In FIG. 3, the Zoom 
lens includes, in order from the object side, a first lens unit U1 
having a positive refractive power for focusing. The Zoom 
lens further includes a second lens unit U2 having a negative 
refractive power for varying magnification which moves to 
the image side for Zooming from the wide angle end to the 
telephoto end. The Zoom lens further includes a third lens unit 
U3 having a negative refractive power which moves on the 
optical axis nonlinearly in conjunction with the movement of 
the second lens unit U2 and corrects an image plane variation 
accompanying the Zooming. The Zoom lens further includes a 
fourth lens unit U4 having a positive refractive power and an 
imaging function which does not move for Zooming. 

Next, the first lens unit U1 of this embodiment is described. 
The first lens unit U1 corresponds to surfaces from a first 
surface to an eighteenth surface. The first lens unit U1 
includes a first sub-lens unit U11 having a negative refractive 
power which does not move for focusing, a second Sub-lens 
unit U12 having a positive refractive power which moves to 
the image side during focusing from the infinity side to the 
proximity side, and a third sub-lens unit U13 having a positive 
refractive power which does not move for focusing. The 
second lens unit U2 corresponds to surfaces from a nineteenth 
surface to a twenty-fifth surface, and the third lens unit U3 
corresponds to Surfaces from a twenty-sixth Surface to a 
twenty-eighth surface. The fourth lens unit U4 corresponds to 
surfaces from a thirtieth surface to a forty-eighth surface. The 
fourth lens unit U4 includes a first sub-lens unit U41, and a 
second sub-lens unit U42 which is movable in the optical axis 
direction for the macrophotography or the flange back adjust 
ment. The first sub-lens unit U41 of the fourth lens unit 
include, in order from the object side, a biconvex lens, a 
biconvex lens, a cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a 
biconcave lens, and a meniscus convex lens which is concave 
to the image side. In addition, the second sub-lens unit U42 of 
the fourth lens includes, in order from the object side, a 
meniscus convex lens which is concave to the object side, a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and ameniscus concave lens 
which is convex to the image side, a cemented lens of a 
biconvex lens and a biconcave lens, and a biconvex lens. 

Table 1 shows values corresponding to the conditional 
expressions of Embodiment 2. Embodiment 2 satisfies the 
conditional expressions (1) to (10), and achieves all of the 
photographing angle of field (angle of field) of 92.0° at the 
wide angle end, the Zoom ratio of 5, the increased wide angle, 
and the high magnification. Moreover, Embodiment 2 
achieves the Zoom lens having the high optical performance 
in which the various aberrations are satisfactorily corrected in 
the entire Zoom range. Further, Embodiment 2 achieves the 
Zoom lens with which the macro photography or the flange 
back adjustment can be carried out. 

Embodiment 3 

FIG.5 is a lens cross-sectional view when the focus is at the 
infinity at the wide angle end in the Zoom lens according to 
Embodiment 3 (Numerical Embodiment 3) of the present 
invention. FIG. 6A is a longitudinal aberration diagram at the 
wide angle end of Numerical Embodiment 3. FIG. 6B is a 
longitudinal aberration diagram at a focallength of 60 mm of 
Numerical Embodiment 3. FIG. 6C is a longitudinal aberra 
tion diagram at the telephoto end of Numerical Embodiment 
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3. Each of the aberration diagrams is a longitudinal aberration 
diagram when the focus is at the infinity. 

In FIG. 5, the Zoom lens includes, in order from the object 
side, a first lens unit U1 having a positive refractive power for 
focusing. The Zoom lens further includes a second lens unit 
U2 having a negative refractive power for varying magnifi 
cation which moves to the image side for Zooming from the 
wide angle end to the telephoto end. The Zoom lens further 
includes a third lens unit U3 having a negative refractive 
power which moves on the optical axis nonlinearly in con 
junction with the movement of the second lens unit U2 and 
corrects an image plane variation accompanying the Zoom 
ing. The Zoom lens further includes a fourth lens unit U4 
having a positive refractive power and an imaging function 
which does not move for Zooming. 

Next, the first lens unit U1 of this embodiment is described. 
The first lens unit U1 corresponds to surfaces from a first 
surface to an eighteenth surface. The first lens unit U1 
includes a first sub-lens unit U11 having a negative refractive 
power which does not move during focusing, a second Sub 
lens unit U12 having a positive refractive power which moves 
to the image side during focusing from the infinity side to the 
proximity side, and a third sub-lens unit U13 having a positive 
refractive power which does not move during focusing. The 
second lens unit U2 corresponds to surfaces from a nineteenth 
surface to a twenty-seventh surface, and the third lens unit U3 
corresponds to Surfaces from a twenty-eighth surface to a 
thirtieth surface. The fourth lens unit U4 corresponds to sur 
faces from a thirty-second surface to a fifty-first surface. The 
fourth lens unit U4 includes a first sub-lens unit U41, and a 
second sub-lens unit U42 which is movable in the optical axis 
direction for the macrophotography or the flange back adjust 
ment. The first sub-lens unit U41 of the fourth lens unit 
includes, in order from the object side, a biconvex lens, a 
biconvex lens, a cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a 
biconcave lens, and a cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a 
biconcave lens. In addition, the second sub-lens unit U42 of 
the fourth lens unit includes, in order from the object side, a 
biconvex lens, a cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a 
biconcave lens, cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a bicon 
cave lens, and a biconvex lens. 

Table 1 shows values corresponding to the conditional 
expressions of Embodiment 3. Embodiment satisfies the con 
ditional expressions (1) to (10), and achieves all of the pho 
tographing angle of field (angle of field) of 75.8° at the wide 
angle end, the Zoom ratio of 8, the increased wide angle, and 
the high magnification. Moreover, Embodiment 3 achieves 
the Zoom lens having the high optical performance in which 
the various aberrations are satisfactorily corrected in the 
entire Zoom range. Further, Embodiment 3 achieves the Zoom 
lens with which the macro photography or the flange back 
adjustment can be carried out. 

Embodiment 4 

FIG. 7 is a lens cross-sectional view when the focus is at the 
infinity at the wide angle end in the Zoom lens according to 
Embodiment 4 (Numerical Embodiment 4) of the present 
invention. FIG. 8A is a longitudinal aberration diagram at the 
wide angle end of Numerical Embodiment 4. FIG. 8B is a 
longitudinal aberration diagram at a focal length of 45 mm of 
Numerical Embodiment 4 FIG. 8C is a longitudinal aberra 
tion diagram at the telephoto end of Numerical Embodiment 
4. Each of the aberration diagrams is a longitudinal aberration 
diagram when the focus is at the infinity. 

In FIG. 7, the Zoom lens includes, in order from the object 
side, a first lens unit U1 having a positive refractive power for 
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focusing. The Zoom lens further includes a second lens unit 
U2 having a negative refractive power for varying magnifi 
cation which moves to the image side for Zooming from the 
wide angle end to the telephoto end. The Zoom lens further 
includes a third lens unit U3 having a negative refractive 
power which moves on the optical axis nonlinearly in con 
junction with the movement of the second lens unit U2 and 
corrects an image plane variation accompanying the Zoom 
ing. The Zoom lens further includes a fourth lens unit U4 
having a positive refractive power and an imaging function 
which does not move for Zooming. 

Next, the first lens unit U1 of this embodiment is described. 
The first lens unit U1 corresponds to surfaces from a first 
surface to a fifteenth surface. The first lens unit U1 includes a 
first sub-lens unit U11 having a negative refractive power 
which does not move during focusing, a second Sub-lens unit 
U12 having a positive refractive power which moves to the 
image side during focusing from the infinity side to the proX 
imity side, and a third sub-lens unit U13 having a positive 
refractive power which does not move during focusing. The 
second lens unit U2 corresponds to Surfaces from a sixteenth 
surface to a twenty-third surface, and the third lens unit U3 
corresponds to Surfaces from a twenty-forth Surface to a 
twenty-sixth surface. The fourth lens unit U4 corresponds to 
surfaces from a twenty-eighth surface to a forty-fifth surface. 
The fourth lens unit U4 includes a first sub-lens unit U41, and 
a second sub-lens unit U42 which is movable in the optical 
axis direction for the macro photography or the flange back 
adjustment. The first sub-lens unit U41 of the fourth lens unit 
includes, in order from the object side, a meniscus convex 
lens which is concave to the image side, a biconvex lens, a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a meniscus concave lens 
which is convex to the image side, and ameniscus convex lens 
which is concave to the image side. In addition, the second 
sub lens unit U42 of the fourth lens unit includes, in order 
from the object side, a cemented lens of a meniscus concave 
lens which is convex to the object side and a biconvex lens, a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a biconvex lens, and a 
cemented lens of a biconvex lens and ameniscus concave lens 
which is convex to the image side. 

Table 1 shows values corresponding to the conditional 
expressions of Embodiment 4 Embodiment satisfies the con 
ditional expressions (1) to (10), and achieves all of the pho 
tographing angle of field (angle of field) of 78.6° at the wide 
angle end, the Zoom ratio of 5, the increased, wide angle, and 
the high magnification. Moreover, Embodiment 4 achieves 
the Zoom lens having the high optical performance in which 
the various aberrations are satisfactorily corrected in the 
entire Zoom range. Further, Embodiment 4 achieves the Zoom 
lens with which the macro photography or the flange back 
adjustment can be carried out. 

Embodiment 5 

FIG.9 is a lens cross-sectional view when the focus is at the 
infinity at the wide angle end in the Zoom lens according to 
Embodiment 5 (Numerical Embodiment 5) of the present 
invention. FIG. 10A is a longitudinal aberration diagram at 
the wide angle end of Numerical Embodiment 5. FIG. 10B is 
a longitudinal. aberration diagram at a focal length of 45 mm 
of Numerical Embodiment 5. FIG. 10C is a longitudinal 
aberration diagram at the telephoto end of Numerical 
Embodiment 5. Each of the aberration diagrams is a longitu 
dinal aberration, diagram when the focus is at the infinity. 

In FIG.9, the Zoom lens includes, in order from the object 
side, a first lens unit U1 having a positive refractive power for 
focusing. The Zoom lens further includes a second lens unit 
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U2 having a negative refractive power for varying magnifi 
cation which moves to the image side during Zooming from 
the wide angle end to the telephoto end. The Zoom lens further 
includes a third lens unit U3 having a negative refractive 

16 
fifth surface to a fifty-second surface. The fifth lens unit U5 
includes a first sub-lens unit U51, and a second sub-lens unit 
U52 which is movable in the optical axis direction for the 
macro photography or the flange back adjustment. The first 
sub-lens unit U51 of the fifth lens unit includes, in order from power for varying magnification which moves to the image 5 the object side, plano-convex lens, a biconvex lens, a side during Zooming from the wide angle end to the telephoto 

d. Th 1 further includ fourth 1 it U4 cemented lens of the biconvex lens and a biconcave lens, and 
C : Ine Zoom urtner inclu hi in CS s a cemented lens of a meniscus convex lens which is concave 
aying a negative reiractive power which moves on the opti- to the image side and a meniscus concave lens which is 

cal axis nonlinearly in conjunction with the movement of the to convex to the object side. In addition, the second sub lens unit 
second lens unit U2 and the third lens unit U1 and COrrectS an U52 of the fifth lens unit includes, in order from the object 
image plane variation accompanying the Zooming. The Zoom side, a cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a biconcave lens, 
lens further includes a fifth lens unit U5 having a positive a cemented lens of a biconvex lens and a meniscus concave 
refractive power and an imaging function which does not lens which is convex to the image side, and a biconvex lens. 
move for Zooming. is Table 1 shows values corresponding to the conditional 

Next, the first lens unit U1 of this embodiment is described. expressions of Embodiment 5 satisfies the conditional 
The first lens unit U1 corresponds to surfaces from a first expressions (1) to (10), and achieves all of the photographing 
surface to a twenty-first surface. The first lens unit U1 angle of field (angle of field) of 80.1° at the wide angle end, 
includes a first sub-lens unit U11 having a negative refractive the Zoom ratio of 6.5, the increased wide angle, and the high 
power which does not move during focusing, a second sub- magnification. Moreover, Embodiment 5 achieves the Zoom 
lens unit U12 having a positive refractive power which moves lens having the high optical performance in which the various 
to the image side during focusing from the infinity side to the aberrations are satisfactorily corrected in the entire Zoom 
proximity side, and a third sub-lens unit U13 having a positive range. Further, Embodiment 5 achieves the Zoom lens with 
refractive power which does not move during focusing. The which the macro photography or the flange back adjustment 
second lens unit U2 corresponds to Surfaces from a twenty- 2s can be carried out. 
second surface to a twenty-sixth surface, third lens unit U3 The exemplary embodiments of the present invention have 
corresponds to Surfaces from a twenty-seventh Surface to a been described above. However, the present invention is not 
thirtieth surface, and the fourth lens unit U4 corresponds to limited to those exemplary embodiments, and various modi 
surfaces from a thirty-first surface to a thirty-third surface. fications and changes can be made thereto within the gist of 
The fifth lens unit U5 corresponds to surfaces from a thirty- the present invention. 

<Numerical Embodiment 1 > 
Unit: mm 

Surface data 

Surface Effective Focal 
number r d ind wd 0gF diameter length 

1: O7.07477 3. SOOOO 1.772499 49.6O O.SS21 94.999 -94.002 
2 42.77453 29.44657 74.747 
3 -111.18408 2.OOOOO 1.772499 49.6O O.SS21 74.02O -86.187 
4 69.27879 O.19853 73.831 
5 11.15261 6.53424 195906O 17.47 0.6599 74.684 162844 
6 362.57244 4-83576 74.310 
7: 402.11683 9.52789 1.62O411 60.29 O.S426 73.646 143.795 
8 -114.18218, 7.22051 73.330 
9 273.53589 11.14023 1.496999 81.54 O.S374 67.740 131.56S 
10 -85.09102 1.32713 67.551 
11 -74.32274 2.OOOOO 1805181 25.42 0.6161 67.398 - 164470 
12 -169.44313 1.OOOO2 68.351 
13 2516.57481 1.8OOOO 1.85O259 32.27 O.S929 68.012 -98.133 
14 81.30733 11.1844.4 143875O 94.93 O.S343 67.SSS 149.790 
15 -332.76941 0.2OO10 67.981 
16 7491.6.2170 S.O897S 1496999 81.54 O.S374 68.578 390027 
17 -199.54524 O.2OOOO 69.118 
18 1595.58460 S. 39.098 1.59522O 67.74 0.5442 69.947 305.715 
19 -205.94799 0.2OOOO 70.2O1 
2O 216.17076 10.28079 1.73OOOO 49.OO O.SS7S 70.182 104.3SS 
21 -116.13168 (Variable) 69.897 
22* SO.6O782 1.OOOOO 1.88.2997 40.76 O.S667 31.807 -41.311 
23 21.07209 6.61768 27.724. 
24 -79.54129 1.OOOOO 1.754998 S2.32 O.S476 27.582 -47.508 
25 66.22881 0.99806 26.863 
26 48.90892 4.023OO 1.882210 23.78 O.6036 26.802 40.333 
27 -130.21404 194929 26.376 
28 -37.12529 1.OOOOO 1618OOO 63.33 O.S441. 26.194 -SS.128 
29 438.13751 0.2OOOO 25.725 
30 34.7226O 1.8861S 1.613397 44.30 O.S633 25.302 287.073 

31 42.29949 (Variable) 24.759 
32 -46.2O2S2 1.OOOOO 1696.797 SS.S3 O.S433 22.167 -45.199 
33 101.17257 2.214SO 1808.095 22.76 O.6307 23.128 112.579 

34 –994.45522 (Variable) 23S47 
35 (Stop) ce 1.2969S 28.883 
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<Numerical Embodiment 1 > 

US 9,268,120 B2 

Unit: mm 

36 143.50842 4.48049 .816OOO 46.62 O.S.S68 29.930 47.136 
37 -52.16988 O.2OOOO 30.182 
38 52.13637 6.23615 487490 70.23 O.S300 29.349 48.593 
39 -41.96851 1.2OOOO 2.OOO690 25.46 0.6133 28.856 -39.407 
40 781.32347 O.19891 28.725 
41 22.82SO7 9.S6381 S1633O 64.14 O.S352 28.572 29.895 
42 -41334.52 1.OOOOO 834OOO 37.16 0.677S 27.399 -26832 
43 SO.O2430 6.99907 25.923 
44 386.69864 3.9992O 487490 70.23 O.S300 25.416 67.610 
45 -36.04126 108491 25.291 
46 34.86SO9 4.96949 92.286O 20.88 0.6282 22.498 2O.S74 

47 -39.79509 O.90OOO .88.2997 40.76 O.S667 21.517 -18496 
48 28.27246 8.8827O 18.9SS 

49 37.01797 4.62848 43875O 94.93 O.S343 16.OOS 25.301 
50 -15.30482 1.OOOOO .9537SO 32.32 O.S898 15.736 -12.619 

51 60.19086 2.75.426 16.4S5 
52 45.70173 3.00473 62O411 60.29 O.S426 18.630 48.353 

53 -86.0914O SO.O7OOO 18.983 
Image ce 

plane 

K= 1924.97e--OOO 
A1O = 6.21216e-O17 

K= -2.294.88e-001 
A10 = -7.75550e-O17 

K = 5.484.42e-OO1 
A10 = -4.48568e-014 

A4 = 1.929O2e-009 
A12 = 2.17747e-O20 

A4 = 1598.84e-OO7 

Aspherical Surface data 

First surface 

Seventh surface 

Twenty-second surface 

Various data 
Zoom ratio 10.00 

A6 = 6.26259e-O11 
A14 = 3.29927e-O24 

A6 = -3.77659e-009 
A12 = -3.70888e-01.6 A14 = 2.09083e-O18 

A8 = -9.53828e-014 
A16 = -2.1013Oe-O28 

A8 = 1.79255e-O11 
A16 = -2.91.328e-021 

Wide angle Intermediate Telephoto 

Focal length 18.00 63.00 18O.OO 
F number 4.OO 4.OO 4.95 

Half angle of field 40.82 13.86 4.94 
Image height 15.55 15.55 15.55 
Total lens length 320.10 320.10 320.10 
BF 50.07 50.07 50.07 

d21 O.70 45.74 65.06 
d31 60.47 8.62 6.48 
d34 11. SO 18.30 1.12 

Entrance pupil position 57.50 105.61 175.05 
Exit pupil position -33.80 -33.80 -33.80 
Front principal point position 71.63 121.28 -31.27 
Rear principal point position 32.07 -12.93 -129.93 

First Focal 
Unit Surface length 

1 1 57.00 

2 22 -26.70 
3 32 -76.10 

4 36 31.OS 

Zoom lens unit data 

Lens structure Front principal Rear principal 
length point position point position 

113.08 71.51 43.38 

1867 3.98 -9.70 
3.21 -0.16 -1.98 

61.10 -12.38 -41.97 
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<Numerical Embodiment 2 

US 9,268,120 B2 

Unit: mm 

d18 O.99 21.34 32.89 
d2S 32.46 9.59 1.98 
d28 2.70 5.23 1.28 
Entrance pupil position SO.74 66.16 86.04 
Exit pupil position -158.40 -158.40 -158.40 
Front principal point position 64.57 94.78 131.73 
Rear principal point position 18.54 -1.46 -41.46 

First Focal 
Unit Surface length 

1 1 32.OO 
2 19 -1880 
3 26 -50.00 
4 30 40.41 

Surface 
number r 

1 1169.97001 
2 63.51741 
3 -120.65898 
4 1273.6.29646 
5 37.03668 
6 3.18.82O8O 
7 271.65559 
8:8 -109.037SO 
9 1217.78701 
10 -89.71276 
11 -320.04558 
12 12.52390 
13 57.21267 
14 -280.48528 
15 O184132 
16 -709. 1918O 
17 83.33.061 
18 73.8O844 
19* 61.54916 
2O 17.77319 
21 -159.39579 
22 -24.02808 
23 -162.83O76 
24 -23.84544 
25 2OO.SS833 
26 58.4S160 
27 -64.906.17 
28 -33.6O198 
29 122:39841 
30 -422O1783 
31 (Stop) ce 
32 937.43324 
33 -60.07159 
34 68.90288 
35 176.59285 
36 76.80512 
37 -121.35769 
38 45154241 
39 43.80046 
40 -54.46084 
41 88.14685 
42 49.48699 
43 -46.40636 
44 28.2128O 
45 -38.45968 
46 26.683OS 
47 271.15033 

Zoom lens unit data 

Lens structure Front principal Rear principal 
length point position point position 

116.42 59.75 30.90 
18.79 3.92 -10.58 
3.63 -0.04 -2.03 

90.63 22.45 -102.31 

<Numerical Embodiment 3> 
Unit: mm 

Surface data 

Effective Focal 
d ind wd 0gF diameter ength 

3.2OOOO 772.499 49.6O O.SS21 96.196 -86.637 
23.652S3 81952 
2.7OOOO 772.499 49.6O O.SS21 81.S36 -153-974 
O.19644 83.190 
5.93946 92.286O 20.88 O.6282 85.308 253.532 
199862 84.987 

14.52319 62O411 60.29 O.S426 84.829 26.774 
O.19636 84334 

11.614.09 496999 81.54 O.S.374 78.SSO 68.129 
2.SOOOO .8OOOOO 29.84 O.6O17 78.057 - 155.348 
7.41270 77.803 
2.SOOOO 737999 32.26 O.S899 76.449 -159.641 
18.30702 496999 81.54 O.S.374 73.743 97.085 
O.2OOOO 73.551 
9.22993 S371SO 74.81 O.S390 71.243 65.923 
O.2OOOO 70.430 
S.90316 790OOO 45.50 O.S720 64.795 95.921 

(Variable) 63.045 
1.2OOOO .88.2997 40.76 O.S667 29.211 -28.504 
S.41316 24.2OS 
4.20515 84666O 23.78 O.6034 24.051 32.622 
O.7OOOO 772.499 49.6O O.SS21 23.552 -36.395 
2.58431 22.313 
O.7OOOO .729157 S4.68 0.5444 22.322 -29.063 
O.16OOO 24.087 
4.05153 654115 39.7O 0.5737 25.225 47.356 

(Variable) 25.690 
O.9OOOO 651597 S8. SS O.S426 26.193 -40.205 
2.45.535 808.095 22.76 O.6307 28.396 116.449 

(Variable) 28.992 
1.294.99 35.175 
4.48116 754998 S2.32 O.S476 36.289 74.579 
O.2OOOO 36.843 
5.17787 618OOO 63.33 O.S441 38.045 80.SSO 
O.2OOOO 37.907 
5.15355 496999 81.54 O.S.374 36.900 95.188 
1.2OOOO 2.OO1 OOO 29.13 O.S997 36.351 -94.686 
O.19951 35.813 
10.46440 S1633O 64.14 O.S352 34.809 48.61O 
1.1OOOO 772.499 49.6O O.SS21 32.722 -43.222 

23.84474 31.2O2 
4.85470 487490 70.23 O.S300 25.163 49.788 
O.19996 2S.O61 
5.77563 487490 70.23 O.S300 23.317 34.245 
1.OOOOO 2.OOO690 25.46 0.6133 22.439 -15479 
2.54412 21.327 
6.98468 808.095 22.76 O.6307 21.567 19.111 

22 



48 -16.36352 
49 339.47363 
50 35.22725 
51 -529.2S312 
Image plane ce 

K = 5.13907e--OOO 

A4 = 1998.91e-OO7 
A12 = -2.31761e-O19 A14 = 9.51659e-O23 

A4 = 1.0231.2e-OO6 
A10 = -3.7921.2e-O13 A12 = 1.38269e-O15 
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<Numerical Embodiment 3> 
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Unit: mm 

1.OOOOO 1.88.2997 40.76 O.S667 22.077 -17.SS4 
7.60841 23S13 
4.97.126 1487490 70.23 O.S300 29.657 67.719 

37.9OOOO 29.720 

Aspherical Surface data 

Eighth Surface 

Nineteenth surface 

Various data 
Zoom ratio 8.00 

A6 = -1.14340e-008 
A14 = -151499e-O18 

A8 = -1.88943e-O13 
A16 = -1.55553e-O26 

A8 = 4.59324e-O11 
A16 = -1.86650e-O21 

Wide angle Intermediate Telephoto 

Focal length 2O.OO 60.00 16O.OO 
F number 2.80 2.80 3.60 
Half angle of field 37.87 14.53 5.55 
Image height 15.55 15.55 15.55 
Total lens length 3.10.03 3.10.03 3.10.03 
BF 37.90 37.90 37.90 
d18 O.69 30.37 44.35 
27 41.14 7.95 S.96 
30 9.40 12.91 O.93 

Entrance pupil position 59.82 110.SS 190.03 
Exit pupil position -86.03 -86.03 -86.O3 
Front principal point position 76.59 141.50 143.45 
Rear principal point position 17.90 -22.10 -122.10 

Zoom lens unit data 

First Focal Lens structure Front principal Rear principal 
Unit Surface length length point position point position 

1 1 52.10 110.27 60.89 1992 
2 19 -21.50 19.01 2.12 -12.13 
3 28 -62.OO 3.36 -O.27 -2.18 
4 32 37.40 86.96 7.45 -74.61 

<Numerical Embodiment 4 
Unit: mm 

Surface data 

Surface Effective Focal 
number r d ind wd 0gF diameter length 

1 133.81883 3.OOOOO 772.499 49.6O O.SS21 90.057 -87.88O 
2 44.7392S 23.87215 72.971 
3 -167.36766 2.SOOOO 772.499 49.6O O.SS21 72.606 -93.032 
4 127.84286 191426 72.647 
5 102.376.36 7.5.1980 92286O 20.88 O.6282 74.470 169.653 
6 279.42399 1.646.36 74.O63 
7: 1SO90630 8.70581 62O411 60.29 O.S426 74.022 16O132 
8 -287.65662 8.66215 73.699 
9 164.35762 9.37868 S9522O 67.74 0.5442 73.882 157.795 
10 -216.26086 O.2OOOO 73.584 
11 134.40933 2.OOOOO .882210 23.78 O. 6036 69.914 -94.024 
12 51.24522 16.88046 4387SO 94.93 O.S343 65.990 98.740 
13 -256.15857 O.2OOOO 66.O3S 
14 86.691.21 12.31733 77OOOO 54.50 0.5550 65.245 73.671 
15 -155.91296 (Variable) 64.209 
16* 42.6O2OO 1.2OOOO 834807 42.71 O.S642 31.339 -35.032 
17 17.17444 7.78247 25.592 
18 -44.84220 O.8OOOO .729157 S4.68 0.5444 25.316 -33.OOO 
19 52.81240 1.69099 24.142 

24 
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<Numerical Embodiment 4 
Unit: mm 

2O 40.6O240 3.822S2 846,660 
21 -129.97366 2.63O29 
22 -24.87045 O.9OOOO 834807 

23 –33.97396 (Variable) 
24 -27.10392 O.8OOOO 639999 
25 149.20046 2.54968 808.095 

26 -195.97886 (Variable) 
27 (Stop) ce 1.71552 
28 -466.88719 2.95.712 .7724.99 
29 -65.37333 O.2OOOO 
30 264.38094 4.098.23 S89130 
31 -54.91 610 O.2OOOO 
32 72.98468 5.78813 S16330 
33 -42.77332 1.2OOOO 2.OOO690 
34 -758.89691 O.91730 
35 29.21503 3.28414 S16330 
36 41.O3S38 23.25738 
37 64.82994 O.9OOOO 953.750 
38 22.72O58 6.11702 808.095 
39 -8912908 1.72O46 
40 47.08069 5.42141 4387SO 
41 -31.28624 1.OOOOO 805181 
42 33.35913 10.295SO 
43 35.83585 7.33475 487.490 
44 -52.71959 1.2OOOO 834OOO 
45 -102.358O3 40.04OOO 
Image plane ce 

K= -1.31886e--OO1 
A10 = -583498e-017 A12 = 1.05163e-019 

K= -6.82246e--OOO 
A10 = -2.67322e-O13 A12 = 211682e-O15 

23.78 

42.71 

60.08 
22.76 

49.60 

61.14 

64.14 
25.46 

64.14 

32.32 
22.76 

94.93 
25.42 

70.23 
37.16 

Aspherical Surface data 

Seventh surface 

Sixteenth surface 

A4 = 153646e-OOS 

Various data 
Zoom ratio 5.00 

US 9,268,120 B2 

O.6034 23.802 36.560 
23.SS6 

O.S642 23.531 -115.791 
24.204 

0.5370 24.578 -35.634 
O.6307 26.593 104.102 

27.185 
28.12O 

0.5521 29. OSO 97.62O 
30.505 

O.S4O6 30.292 77.252 
30.505 

0.5352 3O.OSO 52.941 
0.6133 29.708 -44.919 

29.782 
0.5352 29.785 178.749 

29.059 
O.S898 24.S67 -36.795 
O.6307 24.367 22.735 

24427 
O.S343 23.755 43.6SS 
O.6161 23.307 - 19.730 

23.076 
O.S300 29.594 44.835 
0.5775 29.689 -130.968 

3O.O20 

A8 = 1.93377 e-O14 

Wide angle Intermediate Telephoto 

Focal length 19.00 45.00 95.00 
F number 2.70 2.70 2.70 
Half angle of field 39.30 1906 9.30 
Image height 15.55 15.55 15.55 
Total lens length 277.64 277.64 277.64 
BF 40.04 40.04 40.04 
1S O.70 22.76 34:43 

d23 28.12 6.OS 3.57 
d26 10.2O 1021 1.02 
Entrance pupil position 56.04 85.75 122.55 
Exit pupil position -103.97 -103.97 -103.97 
Front principal point position 72.53 116.69 154.88 
Rear principal point position 21.04 -4.96 -54.96 

Zoom lens unit data 

First Focal Lens structure Front principal Rear principal 
Unit Surface length length point position point position 

1 1 4S.OO 98.8O 57.31 21.16 
2 16 -24.80 18.83 2.46 -13.14 
3 24 -SS.OO 3.35 -0.46 -237 
4 28 40.26 75.89 18.01 -65.31 

26 
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<Numerical Embodiment 5 

30 

Unit: mm 

30 39.84 10.82 3.22 
33 6.92 9.65 O.98 

Entrance pupil position 54.12 84.17 136.89 
Exit pupil position -165.72 -165.72 -165.72 
Front principal point position 70.96 119.33 186.85 
Rear principal point position 21.49 -5O1 -80.26 

Zoom lens unit data 

First Focal Lens structure Front principal 
Unit Surface length length point position 

1 1 46.00 102.40 59.41 
2 22 -42.00 12.72 -2.77 
3 27 -67.00 4.27 -1.89 
4 31 -56.00 3.37 -0.33 
5 35 46.94 86.21 25.62 

TABLE 1. 

Numerical Embodiment 

1 2 3 4 5 

fn1 42.85 27.99 35.01 38.09 31.69 
fn2 18381 124.13 200.15 109.91 125.53 
fn11 550.51 130.95 - 1769.52 178.75 189.31 
f1 57.OO 32.OO 52.10 45.00 46.00 
f11 -56.03 -43.99 -67.42 -57.14 -61.8O 
f13 73.69 49.34 68.45 55.33 60.83 

Conditional 
Expression 

(1) Bnw -1.96 -2.36 -2.01 -1.62 -2.04 
(2) Bn2 O.39 O.67 O.69 O.47 0.72 
(3) fn1ffn2 O.23 O.23 O.17 O.35 O.25 
(4) fn1 ffn11 O.08 O.21 O.O2 O.21 O.17 
(5) 82 O.628 O.672 O.631 O631 O616 
(6) wd2 20.9 16.8 22.8 22.8 25.4 
(7) wd2a 75.15 70.23 70.23 82.58 82.58 
(8) flifw 3.17 2.13 2.61 2.37 2.49 
(9) f11 if -O.98 - 1.37 -1.29 -1.27 -1.34 

(10) f1 3ff11 -1.32 -1.12 -1.O2 -O.97 -O.98 

While the present invention has been described with refer 
ence to exemplary embodiments, it is to be understood that 
the invention is not limited to the disclosed exemplary 
embodiments. The scope of the following claims is to be 
accorded the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all 
Such modifications and equivalent structures and functions 

This application claims the benefit of Japanese Patent 
Application No. 2013-234389, filed Nov. 12, 2013, which is 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A Zoom lens, comprising, in order from an object side to 

an image side: 
a first lens unit having a positive refractive power which 

does not move for Zooming; 
a second lens unit having a negative refractive power which 
moves during Zooming; and 

an N-th lens unit having a positive refractive power which 
does not move for Zooming and is arranged closest to the 
image side, 

wherein the N-th lens unit comprises, in order from an 
object side to an image side: 
a first Sub-lens unit; and 
a second Sub-lens unit configured to be able to move in 

an optical axis direction, and 

Rear principal 
point position 

25.26 
-13.83 
-4.39 
-2.23 

-102.68 
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wherein the following conditional expressions are satis 
fied: 

where Bnw represents a lateral magnification at a wide angle 
end of the N-th lens unit and Bn2 represents a lateral magni 
fication at a wide angle end of the second Sub-lens unit when 
an axial ray enters from infinity in a state in which focus is at 
the infinity. 

2. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, wherein the following 
conditional expression is satisfied: 

where fn1 represents a focal length of the first sub-lens unit, 
and fn2 represents a focal length of the second Sub lens unit. 

3. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, 
wherein a lens closest to the image side of the first sub-lens 

unit comprises a convex lens or a cemented lens, and 
wherein the following conditional expression is satisfied: 

wherefn11 represents a focal length of the lens closest to the 
image side of the first Sub-lens unit. 

4. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, wherein the following 
conditional expression is satisfied: 

where 02 represents a partial dispersion ratio of a first convex 
lens, which has the smallest Abbe number with respect to a 
d-line among convex lenses included in the second Sub-lens 
unit, 

provided, that the partial dispersion ratio 0 is expressed as 
follows: 

where Ng, NF, and NC respectively represent a refractive 
index for a g-line, a refractive index for an F-line, and a 
refractive index for a C-line, and 

an Abbe number vd with respect to the d-line is expressed 
as follows: 

where Nd represents a refractive index for the d-line, NC 
represents the refractive index for the C-line, and NF repre 
sents the refractive index for the F-line. 
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5. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, wherein the following 
conditional expressions are satisfied: 

where vd2 represents an Abbe number with respect to d-line 
of a first convex lens, which has the smallest Abbe number 
with respect to the d-line among convex lenses included in the 
second Sub-lens unit, and va2a represents an average Abbe 
number with respect to the d-line of the convex lenses other 
than the first convex lens, 

provided that an Abbe number vd with respect to the d-line 
among convex lenses included in the second Sub-lens 
unit is expressed as follows: 

where NF represents a refractive index for an F-line, Nd 
represents a refractive index for the d-line, and NC represents 
a refractive index for a C-line. 

6. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, 
wherein the first lens unit comprises: 

a first Sub-lens unit having negative refractive power 
which does not move for focusing: 

second Sub-lens unit having a positive refractive power 
which moves to the image side during focusing from 
an infinity side to a close range side; and 

a third Sub-lens unit having positive refractive power, 
and 

wherein the following conditional expression is satisfied: 

were fl represents a focal length of the first lens unit, and fiv 
represents a focal length at the wide angle end of the Zoom 
lens. 

7. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, 
wherein the first lens unit comprises: 

first Sub-lens unit having to negative refractive power 
which does not move for focusing: 

a second Sub lens unit having a positive refractive power 
which moves to the image side during focusing from 
an infinity side to a close range side; and 

a third Sub-lens unit having a positive refractive power, 
and 

wherein the following conditional expressions are satis 
fied: 

where fl represents a focal length of the first lens unit, and f11 
represents a focal length of the first sub-lens unit of the first 
lens unit. 
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8. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, 
wherein the first lens unit comprises: 

a first Sub-lens unit having a negative refractive power 
which does not move for focusing: 

a second Sub-lens unit having a positive refractive power 
which moves to the image side during focusing from 
an infinity side to a close range side; and 

a third Sub-lens unit having a positive refractive power, 
and 

wherein the following conditional expressions are satis 
fied: 

were fl 1 represents a focal length of the first sub-lens unit of 
the first lens unit, and f13 represents a focallength of the third 
sub-lens unit of the first lens unit. 

9. A Zoom lens according to claim 1, wherein the second 
Sub-lens unit is configured to be able to move in an optical 
axis direction for macro photography or flange back adjust 
ment. 

10. An image pickup apparatus, comprising: 
a Zoom lens comprising, in order from an object side to an 

image side: 
a first lens unit having a positive refractive power which 

does not move for Zooming; 
a second lens unit having a negative refractive power 
which moves during Zooming; and 

an N-th lens unit having a positive refractive power 
which does not move for Zooming and is arranged 
closest to the image side, 

wherein the N-th lens unit comprises, in order from an 
object side to an image side: 
a first Sub-lens unit; and 
a second Sub-lens unit configured to be able to move 

in an optical axis direction, and 
wherein the following conditional expressions are satis 

fied: 

where Bnw represents a lateral magnification at a wide angle 
end of the N-th lens unit and Bn2 represents a lateral magni 
fication at a wide angle end of the second Sub-lens unit when 
an axial ray enters from infinity in a state in which focus is at 
the infinity; and 

a solid-state image pick-up element for receiving an image 
formed by the Zoom lens. 
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